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Heat flux sensors are used for direct and immediate measurement of the flow-rate of
thermal energy in a wide range of existing and potential applications. However, the sensors
have traditionally been difficult to manufacture and test. In this Master’s Thesis work, the
characterization process of a new type of semiconductor chip heat flux sensor was studied.
The objective of the Thesis was to design and validate a reliable and time-efficient method
for the sensor characterization process. A literature review was conducted on sensors
characterization and calibration methods and a test setup was designed, constructed and
validated.
The characterization of heat flux sensors requires careful considerations of the thermal
excitation and the measurement instrumentation to minimize the sources of error. To
achieve sufficient accuracy and efficiency in the calibration process, test setups are usually
customized to suit the calibration needs. For semiconductor chip sensors, a suitable system
included a wafer probing station in conjunction with a thermal excitation system. The
proposed setup was shown to be suitable for relative characterization, with the validation
performed with both calibrated commercial sensors as well as prototype sensors.
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Lämpövuoantureita käytetään suoraan ja välittömään lämpöenergian siirtymisen mittaamiseen monissa olemassa olevissa sekä potentiaalisissa sovelluskohteissa. Antureiden
valmistaminen ja testaaminen on kuitenkin perinteisesti ollut haastavaa. Tässä työssä
käsitellään uudenlaisen piilastu-lämpövuoanturin karakterisointiprosessia. Työn tavoitteena oli suunnitella ja validoida toistettava ja nopea menetelmä anturien karakterisointia
varten. Työssä tehtiin kirjallisuuskatsaus olemassa oleviin kalibrointi- ja karakterisointimenetelmiin, jonka jälkeen rakennettiin ja validoitiin testiasetelma antureille.
Lämpövuoantureiden karakterisoinnissa tulee huomioida monia lämpöeksitaation ja instrumentoinnin yksityiskohtia, jotta karakterisointiprosessin virhelähteiden vaikutus voidaan minimoida. Tyypillisesti antureiden karakterisointiasetelmat vaativat sovelluskohtaisia sovituksia riittävän tarkkuuden ja testaustehokkuuden saavuttamiseksi. Parhaiten puolijohdeantureille soveltuvaksi testiasetelmaksi todettiin lämpöeksitaation lähteen
sisältävä probe-asema. Kehitetyn järjestelmän toimintaa validoitiin sekä kalibroiduilla
kaupallisilla antureilla että prototyyppiantureilla. Kehitetyn testiasetelman osoitettiin soveltuvan hyvin suhteellisen karakterisoinnin mittauksiin.
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Nomenclature
Symbols
A
Eemf
h
k
kB
nj
q
R
S
S0
T
V
Z

Surface area of a heat flux sensor
Electromotive force
thickness of a heat flux sensor in direction of the heat flow
Thermal conductivity
Boltzmann constant
Number of thermoelectric junctions in a heat flux sensor
Heat flux, heat flux density
Resister
Seebeck coefficient
Sensitivity of a heat flux sensor
Temperature
Voltage
Impedance

Acronyms
AFE
DUT
DMM
EMI
GHFS
HFS
MEMS
PID
SNR
TEG

Analog front-end
Device under test
Digital multimeter
Electromagnetic interference
Gradient Heat flux sensor
Heat flux sensor
Microelectromechanical systems
Proportional-integral-derivative
Signal-to-noise ratio
Thermoelectric generator
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1

INTRODUCTION

In several applications, the knowledge about direct thermal energy flow rate is important
in monitoring the heat exchange of physical processes. Existing applications of direct
heat flow measurements include industrial processes, such as flow-rate measurements and
moulding control, as well as newly-emerging measurements in the wearable and healthcare
industries (Cousin et al., 2014). Heat flux measurements and sensors have not yet gained
a similar widespread usage as temperature sensors, due to complexity of the nature of the
measurement as opposed to e.g. temperature measurement. Another affecting factor in
the scarce popularity of the sensing technology is the difficult practical implementation of
the sensor, encompassing the heat coupling and accompanying instrumentation, as well
as the often cumbersome sensor fabrication. However, several advantages may be gained
from directly measuring the heat flux, and a plethora of new, potential use cases and
contrivancies for heat flux sensors (HFS) realized.

1.1

Background of the study

Heat flux may be defined as the rate of thermal energy passing through a surface, i.e. heat
flow-rate density, driven by a temperature difference. A helpful analogy from electronics
may be used to further clarify the measurement and its significance: whereas conventional
voltage measurement is similar in nature to temperature measurement, the measurement
of electric current is analogous to the measurement of heat flux. The transmission of thermal energy, which may include components of conductive, radiative and convective heat,
is conventionally measured, among other methods listed in (Childs, 2001) by differential
temperature measurements and calorimetric means. Out of these methods, differential
temperature measurements have gained the most widespread implementation, due to several advantages of the technique. Traditional heat flux sensors are based on conducting
heat through a slab with finite thermal conductivity, and measuring the temperature difference across the slab. When the thermal conductivity and area of the sensing plate are
known, the heat flux may be inferred (Goldsmid, 2010).
A widespread construction of a heat flux sensor is a thermopile. A thermopile is essentially
thermoelectric transducer, comprising of a stack of thermocouples connected in series,
where the hot and cold-side contacts are maintained at opposite sides of the sensor (Childs,
2001). In this configuration, the temperature gradient to be measured by the sensor is
directly transduced to an electric signal based on the thermoelectric Seebeck effect. Due
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to wide availability of different fabrication techniques, this type of a heat flux sensor has
found a myriad of different embodiments, one of which is micromachined thermoelements
which are discussed in this thesis. In recent years, various forms of microfabrication
methods have successfully been implemented to create sensors with increased sensitivities
and smaller form factors, thus facilitating new use cases involving the measurement of
smaller thermal gradients.
At the same time, instrumentation electronics have been experiencing incremental advances in size, signal fidelity and availability. Low power, integrated solutions with MEMS
technology are constantly being developed to meet the demands in an ever growing field
of applications, where small size, low cost and minimal power consumption are required.
Because thermopile sensors are passive devices that actually produce electrical power,
they are especially well suited for such low power applications. Evidently, heat flux sensors at the present are becoming an increasingly attractive source of information suitable
for a vast number of applications, e.g. the wireless smart heat flux sensor by Lobach and
Gridchin (2014) intended for IoT applications.
Heat flux sensors possess several inherent advantages in applications of direct energy
measurements over traditional temperature measurements. Because the sensor internal
thermal properties are known and typically undergo little change over time, the sensor
signal output may be used to sense heat flux changes related to thermal conductivity
changes in the medium the sensor is connected to. Further, due to wide availability
of microfabrication techniques pertaining to thermopiles, the sensors may be made very
small, and thus facilitating very fast response times while still maintaining high sensitivity
(Xu et al., 2017). As a differential temperature measurement device, the sensors may be
used in an advantageous way to sense smaller thermal fluctuations than conventional
temperature sensing solutions.
To fully realize the potential of these advantages of heat flux sensors, and to facilitate
high volume and low cost applications, the whole sensor fabrication process needs to be
optimized. The fabrication costs should be kept low, and calibration should be straightforward, fast and cost-effective (Li et al., 2014). Traditional methods of fabrication and
calibration of heat flux sensors have been, for the most part, relatively complex and expensive (Jean et al., 2011). This has, among other factors, hindered the use of heat flux
sensors in applications where instead of a simple temperature measurement, heat flux
measurements would be more suitable. Lately, the calibration of sensors has proven to
be a bottleneck with the sensor availability, thus directing increased amount of attention
towards self-calibrating heat flux sensors (Li et al., 2014). However, despite the rapid
emergence of innovative fabrication processes, accurate characterization remains for the
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most part an unmet need, particularly during the development phase of the devices.
In addition to the sought after inexpensive methods for absolute calibration for the sensors
with a known excitation signal, ease of comparing the operation of sensors to one another
is likewise important. Several heat flux sensor applications have changing properties of
thermal contacts and heat coupling around the sensor, and thus largely dictating the
changes in the output signal level. Such changes may effectively render the accurate
calibration of the absolute Volt-Watt sensitivity less significant, whilst other properties,
such as sensitivity, temperature drift properties, and response times of the sensors still
remain important. An example of such a measurement is the use of the sensor for human
biometrics measurement as a contact sensor, such as the devices presented in Wang et al.
(2005) and Cousin et al. (2014).
At Lappeenranta University of Technology (LUT), an inexpensive mass-production manufacturing method of a thermopile-type heat flux sensor was developed, and a test batch
of sensors was fabricated on 12 six inch silicon wafers. These sensors, while having low
manufacturing cost due to implementation of microfabrication processes, currently lack
reliable, accurate and repeatable methods of operational parameter characterization. At
LUT, no reliable sensor comparison and characterization methods have yet been implemented beyond quick experimental setups. Consequently, this thesis deals with the
characterization of heat flux sensors.

1.2

Objectives and the Scope

The objective of the study is to develop a time-effective and reliable wafer-level heat flux
sensor characterization setup. The scope of the study is limited to the characterization of
a small batch of thermopile-type heat flux sensors microfabricated in collaboration with
LUT and VTT Micronova.
First, a literature review is conducted in order to find a reliable and repeatable way to
characterize the sensors. Then, based on the main findings on prospective test methods
best suited for the present characterization needs, a test setup suitable for prototype-level
heat flux sensor structure characterization is formulated and constructed. The operational
conditions and their repeatability of the finished test setup are tested with a concise series
of tests. Finally, the operation is validated in practice with a small number of commercial
sensors and prototypes.
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The sensors to be characterized possess several features of interest, but due to constraints
in the testing resources and the large number of sensors to be tested, the characterization
will focus on quantifying the most essential parameters of the sensors. These include the
sensitivity of an individual sensor element, and its electrical equivalent source impedance.
Previously, the response times of very similar heat flux sensors with high thermal diffusivity structures have been studied, such as the gradient heat flux sensor (GHFS) (Levikari,
2016); (Mityakov et al., 2012). These sensors, with sensing layer thickness on the order of
1 mm, were found to exhibit very fast response times. The fabricated prototype sensors
are constructed with similar materials, but are implemented in a form factor of a siliconmetal thin film multilayer structure, with an active sensing layer of under 100 µm. Thus,
the sensitivity and source impedance are assumed to be of more importance during the
preliminary characterization tests. Consequently, the thermal transport properties and
the response times of the sensors are assumed to be similar to the GHFSs, and thus the
frequency response characterization of the of the sensors is outside the scope of this study.
This thesis work aims for more time-efficient and repeatable sensor parameter characterization than previously performed at LUT. Due to the drastic increase in heat flux sensor
counts compared to previous studies at LUT, the developed test setup is aiming to make
the testing process faster. In order to test the sensors, an electrical contact to the sensors
and a method to induce a heat flux though the sensors are required. The thermal excitation should be controllable, adjustable and repeatable. The performance of the tested
sensors is to be measurable relative to a calibrated reference sensor, and relative to one
another. Additionally, the sensors characterized during the tests should not experience
significant mechanical damage, nor should they be connected to any test setup parts in an
irreversible manner. Furthermore, the performed tests should not be very labor-intensive,
due to the large number of sensors to be tested. Although the developed methods may be
applied to other similar thermal characterization processes, the suggested methods do not
directly aim to be applicable to heat flux measurement standards nor mass production
tests.
The study questions of the thesis are:
- What are the current test methods for the operation of heat flux sensors, and what are
the parameters of interest?
- What kind of a test setup and measurement equipment are needed for time-efficient and
repeatable characterization of silicon chip HF sensors directly from the wafer?
- What kind of sources of error and measurement uncertainty may affect the measurements
in the case of silicon the sensors and how should they be alleviated?
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2

HEAT FLUX SENSORS

The practical implementation of heat flux measurements has many commonalities with
temperature measurement, except the measurement is not for the determination absolute
temperature, but a flow-rate of thermal energy. The sensors are specifically designed to
have heat energy flow through them, generating an output signal in the process. Typically,
heat flux sensors are mounted either between two objects or on a surface for measurements,
and as calibrated devices, may be used to measure heat flow through them regardless of
the coupling mechanisms of heat to and from the sensor.
Accurate measurement of heat flux still requires a complete understanding of the factors
affecting the sensor’s output signal (ASTM C1130, 1995). Likewise, the characterization
of heat flux sensors, particularly in the prototype-phase, requires careful consideration
of the entire measurement system, due to a multitude of factors that may affect the
final results. These potentially problematic aspects include thermal excitation of the
sensors, mechanical contact to the micropatterned structures, as well as electrical contacts
and electromagnetic interference (EMI), all of which may be difficult to control precisely
enough. In order to obtain adequate understanding of the sensor characterization, the
sensor and the parts of the measurement system are described in this section.

2.1

The operation of heat flux sensors

Heat flux is most commonly measured by monitoring the rate of conductive heat in a thermally insulating medium. This study will focus on the measurements of one-dimensional
heat flux with thermopile heat flux sensors, where an output voltage signal is generated
based on the temperature gradient across the sensor, as shown in figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1. Heat flux is commonly measured by means of heat conduction analysis, where
a differential temperature measurement in a medium with known material properties is implemented.
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One-dimensional heat flux q through a sensor may be calculated indirectly with heat
conduction analysis, using Fourier’s law

q = −k

dT
T2 − T1
= −k
,
dz
h

(2.1)

where T is temperature, and k and h are the thermal conductivity and thickness of
the sensor active layer, respectively (Childs, 2001). Thermopile heat flux sensors are
most commonly constructed by connecting thermocouples, i.e. conductors of alternating
materials inside an electrically insulating substrate material thermally in parallel and
electrically in series. Due to differing thermoelectric power factors in dissimilar materials
of a thermocouple, a net current flow is formed as the thermal energy flow pushes the
charge carries into the direction of decreasing temperature gradient.
Another way to describe the thermoelectric phenomenon based on the Landauer formalism
states that due to differing number of conducting energy states above and below the Fermi
level, a net current is formed (Jeong, 2012). The process is elucidated in figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2. An illustration of the thermoelectric effect in an n-type semiconductor, based
on Jeong (2012). Due to differences in the density of states G at different energy levels E, the
currents forming below and above the Fermi level µ are not equal—as seen in the Fermi functions
f1 , f2 —and a net current forms. For simplicity, the Fermi function f2 is abrupt, i.e. T2 = 0 K.
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Due to a difference between the Fermi functions between each end of a conducting material resultant from the applied temperature gradient, different conducting states conduct
more electrons in either the direction of decreasing or increasing temperature gradient,
depending on the energy-level dependency of the density of conducting states of the material. Thus, even though electrons are simultaneously flowing towards both hot and cold
ends, due to the above-described difference in number of conducting states above and
below the Fermi level, a net current is formed.
When Joule heating and Peltier effects are ignored and no external electric bias is applied,
a single thermoelectric conductor generates an electromotive force (emf) in direction of
the heat flux based on the material’s thermopower and the temperature gradient,
Eemf = −S ∇ T

(2.2)

(Goldsmid, 2010). In the above equation, S denotes the average Seebeck coefficient of
the material, i.e. the ratio of entropy current to electrical current, along the temperature
gradient in V /K (Childs, 2001), and T is temperature in Kelvin. It should also be
noted that the Seebeck coefficient is often strongly temperature dependent. The reader
is directed to e.g. Jeong (2012) or Twaha et al. (2016) for a more thorough discussion on
the operation of the thermoelectric devices. The conventional series connected structure
of thermoelectric legs forming a thermopile heat flux sensor is shown in figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3. A voltage is generated in the alternating thermopile legs 1 and 2 in response to
heat flux q passing through the sensor active layer substrate 3. In practical constructions, the
sensor designs often incorporate support plates 4 and 5 on the sides of the sensor.
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2.2

Operation parameters of the sensors

Characterization of the sensors most typically revolves around select key parameters related to the heat-flux transduction and heat transfer properties. Most commonly, the
characterization focuses on the performance of sensitivity and response time. Depending
on the end-application of the sensor, the sensor operating parameters receive different
emphasizes. Evidently, there is no one sensor suitable for all measurement situations due
to conflicting requirements of cost, size, sensitivity, and mechanical integrity, among other
factors determine the sensor’s suitability for an application.
Common parameters for quantifying the operation of heat flux sensors include:
Table 1. Heat flux sensor key operation parameters

Parameter
Sensitivity
Response time
Source impedance
Thermal conductivity
Temperature Dependency of S0

Symbol
S0
t
Z
k
-

Unit
V/Wm2
s
Ω
W/mK
%/K

Additionally, properties such as the equivalent source resistance or the noise equivalent
voltage, along with various drift properties, such as sensitivity drift as function of temperature are commonly evaluated. For practical implementation, the information about the
physical properties of the sensor, such as size and mechanical properties and operation
limits are likewise listed.
As the name thermoelectric transducer suggests, the thermopile heat flux sensor is a
device where the electrical and thermal properties are closely intertwined. In the following
section, the electrical parameters are discussed, followed by the thermal properties.

2.3

Transduction and electrical parameters

As observed from equation 2.2 and the parameters listed in table 1, the sensitivity, i.e.
the sensor’s ability to transduce the present thermal gradient into an electrical signal
is of obvious importance. The empirically obtainable Volt-Watt sensitivity of a heat
flux sensor is defined as the magnitude of the sensor output signal Eemf per rate of heat
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current q passing through the sensor, which are in turn dependent on the properties of the
thermal conduction medium and the thermoelectric circuit therein. The sensor sensitivity
is usually given as a ratio of the thermo-emf output to the heat flow per unit area

S0 =

nj S h
Eemf
=
,
q
k

(2.3)

where h and k are the thickness in meters and thermal conductivity in W/mK of the heat
flux sensing layer, S is the average Seebeck coefficient of a single thermoelectric leg in the
device, in V/K, and nj is the number of the thermoelectric legs. The voltage output of the
sensor is then dependent on the heat flux through the sensor, and the sensor’s sensitivity,
Uout = qS0 . In the case of sensitivity being given as the sensor Volt-Watt sensitivity, the
heat flux density is to be multiplied by the sensor area A. For all ensuing discussions,
sensitivity is referred to as a function of heat flux density as in 2.3.
In practice, the sensor’s sensitivity, and thus the output signal amplitude, is defined
by the thermopower of the selected sensor materials, and the number of thermoelectric
junctions that the sensor contains, along with its thermal conduction properties, i.e.
the thermal conductivity and sensor thickness. The sensitivity of the sensor is in most
cases diminished in improving the other performance factors of the sensor. The maximum
obtainable thermal gradient across the sensor, and thus the signal output level, may easily
be increased by making the sensor thicker. This makes the heat flux signal instrumentation
easier in cases of slowly changing heat fluxes due to increased signal levels. Another way
to increase the output is to increase the surface area of the sensor, thus facilitating the
integration of larger number of thermoelectric junctions, but often resulting in higher
fabrication costs and mechanical concerns.
In the Master’s Thesis of Niukkanen (2013), the electrical equivalent circuit of a gradient
heat flux sensor was considered. Since the sensor is capable of producing a direct voltage
signal at the steady state in accordance with equation 2.2, series capacitances and shunt
inductances may be neglected, since these components would prevent DC output signals
(Härkönen, 2018). However, the sensor typically exhibits some shunt capacitance along
the thermoelectric junctions and wiring, and since the sensor consists of a series connection
of conductors, series inductances are likely to occur. Due to sensor attachment to a
readout circuit with wires, and the small physical size of typical microfabricated sensors,
the parasitic inductances present may be expected to be largely resultant from the sensor
wiring, e.g. bondwires. For GHFS, the reactive components were found to lie on the order
of picofarads and nanohenries, respectively. Consequently, the electrical behavior of a heat
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flux sensor is largely resistive in the usual bandwidths of interest, since the thermal events
measured are usually relatively slow, on the order of microseconds or slower. Additionally,
some rectifying properties may be present due to non-ideal ohmic contacts between the
thermoelectric conductors, but in the case of low impedance elements their effects may
be assumed negligible. The equivalent circuit of a thermopile HFS, based on Niukkanen
(2013) and Childs (2001) is presented in figure 2.4.

Eemf

uout

Figure 2.4. A directional electrical equivalent circuit for a heat flux sensor, comprising a
thermoelectric electromotive force, a series resistance and an inductance, along with a shunt
capacitance. Additionally, rectifying effects may also be present.

The equivalent source resistance of a semiconductor heat flux sensor is mostly formed
by the contact resistances between the alternating materials forming the thermopile. As
discussed above, the material junctions may have rectifying characteristics, particularly
in the case of high bandgap contacts between metal and semiconductor. For this reason,
semiconductors of opposite doping are rarely connected together directly, but instead,
a metal contact is used between them. In the case of silicon, the Seebeck coefficient
typically increases with decreasing dopant concentration, along with increased resistivity.
To maintain low resistivity of the sensor’s thermoelectric legs and their contact impedances
at acceptable levels, the material choices need to be paid attention to. Ohmic contacts
between the thermoelectric legs are generally desired, particularly in the case of using the
sensor as a thermoelectric generators (TEG) (Yan et al., 2018). When the thermopower
and device source resistance are optimized, the thermopile devices are also suitable for
thermoelectric power conversion, such as the micromachined thermopile device reported
by Wang et al. (2007) developed for human body energy scavenging.
The reason behind aiming for a low sensor source impedance lies with practical instrumentation, so that the signal of interest is not lost in interference. The instrumentation of low
amplitude signals down to microvolts is possible, if the signal is not already obscured by
noise and interfering signals. Low source resistance lowers the direct contribution of ther√
mal noise originating from the sensor itself, vn = 4kB T R∆f . Furthermore, low source
impedance of the sensor is also desirable in avoiding indirect contamination of the signal
from external sources of EMI, and for simplifying the analog front end (AFE) design.
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For low impedance thermoelements, the sensor instrumentation becomes easier due to
reduced capacitive coupling, which may originate e.g. from the power lines via capacitive
voltage divider effects. An additional benefit of a low source impedance is reduced noise
voltage conversion from the amplifier current noise. For low impedance sensors, the wiring
patterns, along with the meander pattern of the thermoelectric leg array in the sensor,
become important in avoiding inductive coupling. Additionally, the distance to the AFE
should be reduced due to multiple instrumentation benefits achievable (Niukkanen, 2013).
Since the measured heat flux signal of interest is effectively direct voltage in the vast
majority of current HFS use cases, the drift properties of the above described parameters
as function of time and ambient temperature are likewise of obvious interest. Drift as
function of time or temperature or other environmental factor is generally undesired. For
example, the temperature-dependent changes in sensor sensitivity may perturb the measurement results, if not compensated for. Likewise, changes in the source impedance of the
sensor affect the emf output of the sensor and the operation instrumentation electronics.

2.4

Thermal transport factors

The electrical parameters of interest were briefly discussed above, but in addition, the
sensor thermal parameters should also be reviewed. Since various heat flux sensors may
have transport effects of varying degrees attributed to conductive, radiative and convective
heat transfer inside the sensor, assuming the heat transport inside the sensor to be solely
sue to thermal conductivity may in some cases be improper (ISO 8301, 1991). However, in
this thesis, if not otherwise specified, the heat transfer inside the sensors is assumed to be
conductive, which is a viable approximation in most solid-state sensor implementations.
The sensors possess conflicting properties related to their internal thermal properties:
on one hand, the sensor should not disrupt the system’s heat flow under measurement
(Childs, 2001), but on the other hand, the sensor should have high sensitivity and fast
response time. Consequently, the construction of the sensor is again a trade-off between
conflicting properties, namely the sensitivity and response time.
The thermal conduction properties of the sensors should be known accurately, because the
value of thermal conductivity directly affects the amount of heat flux passing though the
sensor, which in turn affects the sensor output, as seen from equations 2.1 and 2.3. While
the significant effect of thermal conductivity of equation 2.1 on the sensor sensitivity may
be troublesome during the calibration process, it also highlights the inherent advantage
of a calibrated heat flux sensor. The changes in heat current, i.e. thermal conduction
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rate through the sensor, may be related to external changes in thermal conductivity and
heat coupling or temperatures, with all these effects being measurable by the sensor.
Such a measurement could not be achieved with a traditional single-point temperature
measurement.
The response time of a heat flux sensor is likewise an important parameter to consider.
The response time of 98% may be calculated based on the rate of conductive heat propagation through the sensor

t=

1.5h2
(s),
α

(2.4)

where h is the sensor thickness in meters and α is the thermal diffusivity in m2 /s (Childs,
2001). Thus, the sensor response may be made faster by making the sensor thin and
by using high thermal diffusivity materials, such as copper, in the construction of the
sensor. The inherent trade-off between the sensor sensitivity and response time may
easily be observed from equations 2.3 and 2.4. By making the sensor thinner and by
choosing metals as the materials in an attempt to make the sensor response faster, the
sensitivity of the sensor may be diminished due to smaller obtainable thermal gradient
and lower thermopower present in metals. In practical applications, a traditional solution
to suit both of these requirements is to use semiconductors as thermoelectric materials in
the sensors. However, materials with high Seebeck coefficients also easily introduce high
electrical resistance to the system.
Typical response times of heat flux sensors are on the order of 500 ms for traditional
thermopile sensors such as the gSKIN series sensors by GreenTEG AG, and around 10 ms
to 50 ms for infrared thermopile detectors based on suspended membranes such as (Zhou
et al., 2013); (De Luca et al., 2013) and graphene-based thermopiles reported by (Hsu
et al., 2015). Thin film thermopiles have been shown to achieve response times of around
10 µs (Childs, 2001), and GHFS-Sensors have been reported to reach even faster response
times, with sub-microsecond time constants (Mityakov et al., 2012); (Levikari, 2016). For
comparison, based on the dimensions and materials of the fabricated prototype sensors,
equation 2.4 yields response time of 42 µs for the sensors.
Reliable measurement of the above described parameters may be perturbed by sources of
interference and a lack of sufficient understanding of the sensor and measurement system
operation. Potentially detrimental effects include temperature dependencies, unknown
thermal transport modes and coupling paths, along with electromagnetic phenomena.
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3

SENSOR TESTING

A multitude of methods has been implemented for determining the operational parameters of heat flux sensors. The eventual choice of calibration method depends upon the
set accuracy requirements, as well as the physical limitations of the sensors and the test
equipment. In a large portion of the calibration methods presented in literature, the tests
are intended or best suited for low sensor quantities, and are thus in their current forms
ill-suited for larger sensor batches. Indeed, one significant bottleneck holding up more
widespread application of contact-type heat flux sensors seems to be their cumbersome
calibration procedure (Li et al., 2014). Thus, in this study, the development of a characterization method suitable for low to medium quantities of sensors is targeted. The following
section contains a brief literature review about various heat flux sensor characterization
methods currently used in research and commercial products.

3.1

Calibration and test methods

Several effects are at play in the overall signal output of the HFS, as discussed in the
previous section. In a calibration setting, as in most practical applications, the sensor
likely alters the heat transport process around it, such as the applied temperature field or
the heat flux, thus requiring user compensation to determine the sensor properties. These
disturbances caused by extraneous variables are challenging to predict without sufficient
knowledge about the construction of the HFS and the thermal transport properties of
both the sensor and its surroundings ASTM C1130 (1995). In practice, the sensor characterization may be affected by e.g. sensor mounting, type and magnitude of applied flux,
thermal contact properties, the measurement instruments, and human-related factors, to
name a few.
Accurate characterization of the sensors is often difficult, particularly prior to finishing
the fabrication process and sensor encapsulation or mounting. Several properties of the
sensor element itself originating from the fabrication process, along with the packaging
(Analog Devices, 2016) and the end-application electromechanics, introduce varying degrees of contribution to the functions of the sensor. Furthermore, the obtained calibration
results are usually only accurate for end-applications with similar environmental properties as those of the calibration settings. Consequently, in many cases, comprehensive tests
regarding the operation of the sensor should be done only after the sensor fabrication and
packaging are finished.
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Generally, the calibration of heat flux sensors is not very well understood in the industry
(Murthy et al., 2000); (Zheng et al., 2014). Calibration is accomplished either by transferring the calibration from another heat flux sensor in a comparative manner or based on
a measured absolute heat flux, i.e. absolute calibration (Murthy et al., 2000). Due to the
relatively scarce availability of calibration methods, researchers have developed a number
of different calibration and test methods for HFSs and thermopile infrared detectors alike,
with both contact and non-contact methods. These methods of various accuracies combine mechanisms of conductive, convective and radiative heat flux as an excitation signal.
In addition to calibration or general characterization of finished sensors, the materials
and individual components have been characterized extensively, e.g. the characterization
method for LPCVD poly-Si thermoelectric legs presented in Wang et al. (2008).

3.2

Conductive calibration

Thermal conduction has seemingly been adopted as the industry standard calibration
method for traditional heat flux sensors. A thermal conduction-based method for HFS
calibration has been introduced as a standard practice by ASTM International, with its
latest revision from 2017 (ASTM C1130, 1995). A number of commercial manufacturers, such as Hukseflux and Fluxteq are currently providing sensors conforming with the
standard. In Zarr et al. (2001), a calibration procedure of HFSs using the aforementioned
standard is documented. Another conductive calibration method, used by GreenTEG AG
is described in Schwyter et al. (2012).
Purely conductive test methods are based on one-dimensional heat conduction analysis
through the sensor, and often employ the advantageous features of heat flux sensors,
such as using the heat flux sensors instead of temperature sensors to sense the test heat
flow conditions. The test setups typically consist of two thermostatic plates, such as
guarded hot plates or heated and water-cooled plates, between which the DUT sensors
are sandwiched. Different types of sandwich structures have been presented in literature,
such as the point-contacting thermal bodies in Huesgen et al. (2008) and Hourdakis and
Nassiopoulou (2013).
In the ASTM C1130 standard, the tested sensors are sandwiched between or inside layers
of thermally insulating material and the DUT sensors are surrounded by a thermal mask
with equivalent thermal properties, to reduce the anisotropy of the excitation. Use of a
compressible homogeneous material, such as high-density fiberglass insulation board or
thermally conductive gel is recommended. Typically, a layered stack of thin sheets are
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favored to reduce the edge effects. The relative size of the metered area is kept significantly
smaller than the size of the mask and the embedded area, to avoid focusing or distorting
the heat flux at the metering site. Special care is taken to ensure that the thermostatic
thermal bodies at each end are kept parallel to each other.
The method of applying a thermal resistance layer between two thermal bodies to create
the thermal gradient for the DUT has been used extensively across literature. In an
exemplary instance, thermostatic aluminum plates separated by an air gap were used to
create the thermal resistance layer in the characterization of an early CMOS-compatible
thermopile fabrication process by Meyer et al. (1997). The sensors to be tested were then
placed inside the gap to measure their sensitivities. Similarly, in Wang et al. (2011), the
DUT is connected between two large thermal masses, attached with low thermal resistance
contacts, so that the temperature gradient exists for the most part across the DUT. The
measurements may be repeated in a vacuum to reduce the effects of air convection. Other
similar cases of conductive calibration settings may be reviewed in Ducharme and Frim
(1991), Huesgen et al. (2008), and Hourdakis and Nassiopoulou (2013).
Another method proposed by Sapozhnikov et al. (2012) and Mityakov et al. (2012) entails
one-dimensional absolute conductive calibration of heat flux sensors with a stack of thin
sheets with sensor-sized areas. Here thin sheets are used in order to avoid edge effects,
i.e. heat escaping from the sensor sides. Two sensors are included in the layer stack, one
sensor to be calibrated, and one for sensing a zero heat flux condition. The sensor to be
calibrated is connected to a heat sink on one side, and to a heater on the other. This
heater is further connected to a second, reference heat flux sensor, which is connected to a
second heater. When the first heater is switched on, in addition to heat flux towards the
heat sink, a part of the heat is also flowing towards the reference sensor. To direct all the
heating power from the primary heater towards the heat sink, the output of the reference
sensor is employed in controlling the secondary heater. When the secondary heater is
adjusted to heat by the amount to reach zero heat flux across the additional reference
sensor, all heat from the primary heater may be assumed to be going to the heat sink
through the heat flux sensor to be calibrated. The temperature of the secondary heater
is maintained by controlling it with the reference sensor, to be at the same temperature
as the primary heater. The heating entire heating power of the primary heater may then
be assumed to be going through the sensor to be calibrated. Instead of a secondary
reference sensor, a thermal insulator on one side of the sensor may be used to direct all
of the heating power towards the sensor to be calibrated (Mityakov et al., 2012). The
operations of the discussed conductive calibration methods are delineated in figure 3.1.
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.
Figure 3.1. Examples of conductive calibration methods. a) A conductive point-contact
method for micro-TEG characterization by Huesgen et al. (2008), b) an adapted illustration of
the ASTM C1130 (1995), c) a conductive GHFS calibration setting by Mityakov et al. (2012).

3.3

Raditative calibration

Radiative exitation in sensor testing has been widely employed across the industry, from
periodical use during manufacturing processes of thermopile sensors to discrete HFS calibrations, facilitating non-contact excitation (Hsu, 2004); (Chen, 2012). Radiation may
interact with the sensor surface in three possible ways; it may be absorbed, reflected or
transmitted. A knowledge of all of these mechanisms is typically essential for ensuring
reliable calibration results, particularly in the case of absolute calibration. A large number of the reported radiation characterization methods are best suited for quick relative
characterization benchmarking of the performances of sensors adjacent to one another
in relatively identical settings. However, carefully designed radiative solutions have been
reported to achieve highly repeatable and traceable results in both absolute and relative
calibration settings.
A radiative transfer calibration method traceable to the U.S. standard of High Accuracy
Cryogenic Radiometer is presented in Murthy et al. (2000). The calibration method
employs a blackbody radiator as the transfer source. An optical pyrometer is used for the
the blackbody temperature measurement from one end and the heat flux measurements
are made on the other. A proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller is used to
maintain the blackbody temperature. The test setup illustrated in figure 3.2.
A high temperature radiative absolute calibration method has been used by the group of
Mityakov et al. (2012), where small HFSs were attached to the inside of a cylindrical vacuum chamber, with single heater wire as the radiation source. When the temperatures of
the wall and the wire were known, along with the vacuum level, based on radial symmetry
of the radiation, the heat flux impinging on the sensors by radiation could be estimated
for sensor calibration.
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Figure 3.2. A radiative heat flux sensor transfer calibration method traceable to the U.S.
standard of High Accuracy Cryogenic Radiometer used in the Optical Technology Division at
NIST.

The feasibility of an absolute calibration method was evaluated by Murthy et al. (2000),
where an electrically heated spherical furnace was cooled on the outside and the measured
heat flux sensor was situated at the opening aperture. For absolute calibration, radiative
heat flux impinging the sensor was calculated purely based on radiation balance. The
design, however, suffered from significant convection effects, resulting in calibration errors related to sensor distance from the aperture. Similar problems with furnace heat
flux calibration settings were also reported in other sources, with frequent problems with
convection particularly in the vicinity of the furnace openings. Another attempt in controlling the radiative excitation was to place the measurement setting inside an incubator
maintained at a constant temperature. Inside the incubator, a Peltier cell connected to a
cooler is used to create a temperature source for radiation tests.
A relative radiative characterization method was proposed by (Jean et al., 2011), where a
blackbody radiator plate was implemented for non-contact excitation of four DUT sensors
and a reference sensor. In this configuration, the excitation was assumed to be primarily
radiative. Conductive heat transfer was minimized by introducing an air gap between the
sensors and the plate, and convective effects were assumed small after applying plastic
layers transparent to infrared on both sides of the sensor. Surface emissivity and reflectivity were assumed identical between the tested sensors, while their absolute values did
not matter, since the proposed method was intended for relative calibration. To compensate for effects of different sensor locations and positions and thus reduce the effects of
systematic errors, the experiments were repeated in different positions.
A number of radiative methods for sensor characterization has been conjured by numerous
research groups. Typically, these methods operate either as relative measurements similar
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to the ones described above, or utilize a vacuum chamber for convection free radiative
characterization methods. For instance, the test setup by Alam and Kumar (2018) includes a halogen lamp and a mechanical beam shutter placed inside a vacuum box. In
some instances, even entire probing stations have been situated into vacuum chambers
for such measurements. Other similar methods including a quartz or halogen lamp are
presented in Childs (2001) and Trelewicz et al. (2015). Laser pulses have likewise been
widely employed with heat flux sensor characterization measurements, particularly for the
tests on the response time (Levikari, 2016); (Mattsson et al., 2007). Exemplary radiative
calibration schemes are illustrated in 3.3.

Figure 3.3. Various radiative calibration and test methods. a) A radiation-based characterization incubator chamber by Salazar et al. (2016), b) Furnace radiation source setting by
Stefanescu et al. (1998), c) Mechanical beam chopper system by Stefanescu et al. (1998), d)
absolute calibration spherical blackbody cavity by Murthy et al. (2000), e) A radiation chamber
GHFS calibration setting by Mityakov et al. (2012).

3.4

Convection-based methods

In addition to radiative and conductive test methods, several niche methods have been
proposed related to convective calibration attempts and a recent trend of self-calibrating
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sensors. Convective calibration methods have not been as widely employed as radiative
and conductive methods, due to frequent difficulties in repeatability of the measurements.
However, such methods have not been completely shied away from, for example in order to evaluate the sensor operation in a specific application environment. Examples
of convection-based test methods and use cases include fluid jet calibration reported in
(Childs, 2001), shoch tube experiments by (Bobashev et al., 2008), and well-defined convection correlation systems such as jet impingement (Childs, 2001). Thermopile sensors
and GHFS have also been reported to be calibrated in a wind tunnel by precise tuning of
the Reynolds number (Oh and Lee, 1999); (Knauss et al., 2002). The convective solutions,
however, due to the often complex equipment required and scarce information, are not
evaluated for use in the present characterization setup development.

3.5

Self-calibrating sensors

Self calibration of sensors with conductive methods, by integration of a built-in heater
have been reported in several sources in the literature, spanning sensor embodiments
from MEMS thermopile elements to discrete heat flux sensors (Barry et al., 2011); (Li
et al., 2014); (Zhou et al., 2013). Although the concept of including a heater inside the
sensor element for calibration of the sensor has been implemented for decades, as shown
by the work of Volklein and Kessler (1998), it seems to have gained scarce popularity in
commercial sensors up until recently.
The self-calibrated designs usually employ a built-in heater on the chip, which may be
activated e.g. in a constant temperature environment to perform the calibration Randjelović et al. (2008); Wang et al. (2005). Conductive self-calibration is accomplished in
Hukseflux FHF02SC sensor by sandwiching the heat flux sensor in between a thermal
insulator and a heat sink, where the heater-side placement on the side of the thermal
insulator effectively directs all heat towards the heat sink (Hukseflux, 2017). The most
advanced designs even manage to perform the calibration completely automatically via
digital signals Li et al. (2014).

3.6

The adapted characterization method

In the above, the calibration and characterization methods found in literature are presented in a concise manner. Based on the findings, the test method of choice is a custom
form of relative radiative characterization, where the DUT operation is characterized
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based on the readings of a number of reference sensors. It was observed that many radiative external furnace-based setups suffer from significant challenges in forms of convectionrelated errors. Therefore, closed systems, where convection is limited by e.g. vacuum were
observed to achieve more reliable results. However, in many test settings, enclosing the
entire setup inside a vacuum chamber is not feasible. In this work, to drastically simplify the test setup construction, the radiative excitation was set to be performed in the
ambient.
Due to unfinished packaging of the sensor, calibration of the sensor is not necessary, and
thus the developed test setup may be more focused toward ease of operation than the
traceability of the tests. In addition to the reference sensors that the characterization
results are based on, complementary and redundant information should be obtained by
monitoring the test setup temperatures, thus further improving the tester’s ability to
estimate the extraneous effects present. A number of practical considerations deviate the
proposed test method slightly from all of the methods presented in the above sections,
namely the size and number of sensors to be characterized.
As described in Murthy et al. (2000), the transfer calibration method has several inherent
advantages related to the extraneous factors present. First, it is based on measurements
of direct heat flux, rather than indirect measurements. Second, it is possible to monitor
both the reference heat flux and the temperatures, providing useful redundancy to the
measurement. If experimental interpretations focus on heat flux values comparison rather
than true values, a relative calibration with high accuracy can be performed (Jean et al.,
2011).
Additionally, as the proposed method is based on comparing the sensor’s readings relative
to a reference, the test setup may use the inherent properties of heat flux sensors in an
advantageous way. Because heat transfer through stacked—and in extension to a lesser
degree, adjacent—sensors is equal, the heat transfer mechanisms from the sensors do
not matter in view of the result. This means that the unknown, and possibly changing,
thermal transfer from the sensors may be in part ignored, while still receiving a reliable
comparative result. Further, since the heat transfer mechanisms are to a greater degree
arbitrary in the case of stacked sensors, the excitation during the characterization may
be done in an increased variety of ways such as convection and evaporation, in which an
absolute calibration setting would have insufficient repeatability.
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4

TEST SETUP

A test setup intended for relative calibration in the preliminary characterization phase
of the sensor batch was designed and constructed. The developed system may be used
to comparatively test the DUT sensors relative to one another and to both embedded
and external reference sensors. More accurate characterization tests and absolute voltwatt sensitivity calibration should however be performed with the selected sensors in a
conductive calibration setup cohering to the calibration systems described in the previous
section, such as the ASTM C1130 standard.
The objective of the test setup was to provide a repeatable and time-efficient means
for sensor characterization. Because wire bonding of individual sensors was deemed too
time-consuming for testing all sensors of the manufactured batch, the test setup was
constructed around a wafer probing station. Although several shortcomings are inherently
accompanied for measuring heat flux sensors directly from the wafer, the present test setup
allows for convenient measurement for directional values of the sensors. The electrical
and thermoelectric characteristics of the sensors may be directionally characterized with
a probe contact with diced wafers still on a wafer tape. Additionally, Van der Pauw
structures populated onto the wafers may be used to measure the source impedance of
the Poly-Si and c-Si layers and contact impedances and their relative magnitudes.

4.1

Requirements and limitations

A combination of requirements and limitations related to the thermal, electrical and
mechanical implementation arose during the construction process of the test setup. As
the sensors to be tested respond to the vertical flow-rate of heat though the sensor,
in contrast to the conventional temperature-sensing probes, the mechanisms of sensor
thermal excitation required careful consideration. To ensure comparable measurement
results, the operation of the measurement setup and accompanied instrumentation should
be as repeatable as possible. Additionally, the amount, size and mechanical properties
of the sensors tested are all factors affecting the design process. Despite the large sensor
count to be tested, the tests should still be above all reliable and repeatable, not just fast
to perform.
Requirements for the test setup:
- Time-efficient and repeatable tests for several wafers of sensors, where testing of at least
10% of the manufactured sensors should still be feasible in a research environment
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- Repeatable thermal excitation should be possible in the vertical direction and heat flux
should pass through the reference sensor, with heat conduction as the preferred coupling
mechanism
- Repeatable passive and active measurements should be possible for sensors tested on
different dates and from different wafers
- Sensors should not come to excess mechanical duress nor any permanent functional
damage during the measurement

4.2

The test setup

The test assembly was constructed around a Signatone S1160 probing station in conjunction with a Temptronic TP03000 Thermal Inducing Vacuum Platform as wafer chuck for
the 600 wafers. Additionally, due to the need for a thermal flow traversing through the
sensor in vertical direction, a probe card dualing as a blackbody radiator was connected
to the system to act as a reference thermal body above the sensors. The implemented
probe card included adjustable probing needles made out of tungsten. More information on probe cards and probe needles may be found in Huang et al. (2016). Heat flux
measurements were designed to be made on both the prototype sensors and commercial
reference sensors, along with several temperatures and other environmental parameters.
Both passive and active measurements were recorded using synced multimeters for dataacquisition. The active measurements comprised of recording the sensor output voltages
in response to thermal excitation of the wafer chuck, the blackbody, or both. Passive measurements in turn revolved around quantifying the sensor’s internal structure by means
of electrical parameters testing. The parts of the developed test setup are shown in figure
4.1. In the following, the test setup construction and the underlying design rationale are
discussed in detail.
As described in section 2, the transfer of heat may occur by means of convection, radiation and conduction. Out of these heat transfer modes, convection was identified as the
most challenging mechanism to control in the probe station environment, due to changing air flow-rates and their paths, ambient temperatures, relative humidity and pressure.
Therefore, the excitation of sensors ended up leaning towards radiative and conductive
excitation, while contributing effects of convection could naturally not be eliminated completely. As observed in the literature review of the previous section, a favored mechanism
of thermal excitation for a heat flux sensor test setup is thermal conduction. Thermal
conduction may be used to achieve accurate sensor characterization results, provided that
the thermal conductivities of the system and the contact interfaces are known.
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Figure 4.1. The developed measurement system was built around a probing station, with the
wafer chuck and the probe card holder acting as thermal excitation sources. The connections
drawn illustrate the flow of recorded signals by the data-acquisition system (DAQ) and the
connections to the excitation sources that induce the flow of heat, q. For clarity, duplicate
reference heat flux sensors were omitted and the blackbody and the DUT wafer rendered partly
transparent.

The wafer chuck acted as the base of the test setup, acting as an inherent source of
conductive heat to the tested wafer. The wafer chuck itself comprises of two heat sink
plates, between which heat is transferred using Peltier elements. The bottom side of the
chuck is cooled by a coolant circulation system, facilitating removal of the Joule heat
generated by the Peltier elements.
Achieving a known heat flux excitation through the DUT sensor is a somewhat daunting
task, rendering the prospect of a relative calibration process more feasible for the present
tests. Thus, the test setup incorporated reference heat flux sensors manufactured by
GreenTEG. Because heat is transferred conductively from the wafer chuck to the wafer,
the best location for the reference heat flux sensor was determined to be between the chuck
and the wafer. Additionally, a PT100 temperature probe was connected to the wafer
chuck surface. To further improve the reference reading, the heat conduction through the
reference layer had to be equalized by means of material choices. The reference heat flux
was obtained by four symmetrically situated heat flux sensors adhered to the wafer chuck,
as depicted in figure 4.3. The sensors were surrounded by a thermal mask layer such as
described in ASTM C1130 (1995) that possessed a thermal conductivity similar to that of
the sensors, thus minimizing the in-plane anisotropy of the heating transferred to the DUT
wafer. According to the datasheet of the gSKIN-series heat flux sensors GreenTEG (2018),
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the reference sensors possessed a thermal conductivity of approximately 1.1 W/mK. To
match this, the thermal mask was constructed from a thermally conductive silicone mat
with a laser cutter. The reference heat flux sensing layer is depicted in figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2. A top view CAD drawing (left) and a picture (right) of the reference heat flux
sensing layer that was constructed on top of the wafer chuck using four commercial heat flux
sensors and a thermally conductive silicone mat.

In order to ensure a firm and repeatable thermal contact to the bottom surface of the
wafer, the vacuum clamping feature of the chuck was used. To this end, the thermal mask
included circular cuts which during construction were aligned with the holes on the wafer
to provide channels for air flow. Further regulation and equalization of the wafer bottom
contact to the chuck assembly was facilitated with a thin flexible thermal mat. The mat
was equipped with similar air suction holes and was placed above the reference sensors
and the thermal mask. The complete wafer chuck assembly with a DUT wafer mounted
is illustrated in figure 4.3.
Since sandwiching the semiconductor chip sensor between two objects for conductive heat
transfer is impractical due to the need for needle probing contacts on the top-side, other
heat transfer mechanisms from the wafer surface were explored. Conversely, due to unknown sensor surface emissivity—with values differing depending on the sensor materials
and changing sensor construction topologies—radiative heat transfer from the sensor is
difficult to control. Similar problems would likewise be expected with the cases of both
natural and forced convection. These factors further lean the developed test setup towards relative characterization with most comparable results expected among the wafers
of the manufactured sensor batch, particularly between adjacent sensors. This way, the
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Figure 4.3. A cross section illustration of the wafer chuck assembly and its thermal excitation
sources, along with the temperature and heat flux sensors. The layered structure between the
DUT wafer and the wafer chuck serves as a thermal conduction medium, through which the
excitation heat flux is passed. A flexible layer and a vacuum clamping system are included for
maintaining a good thermal contact to the wafer. Dimensions are not to scale.

absolute values for e.g. emissivity or the convective heat transfer coefficient become less
significant in view of relative calibration of sensors.
Because the reference heat flux flowing from the wafer chuck is measured by the four reference sensors below the tested wafer, the heat flux passing through the DUT sensors may
be approximated to be equal to the reference heat flux. This assumption may be expected
to be reasonably valid in steady-state conditions, where DUT sensor heat accumulation
has already transpired, and provided that a vast majority of the heat passes through the
wafer, i.e. edge effects are ignored. However, due to the large DUT sensor count, the
long waiting time for steady-state conditions for the sensor responses may be impractical
in future tests. Therefore, the heat transfer from the wafer top surface should be made
homogeneous, and as similar as possible among different test runs.
To better regulate the thermal conditions above the DUT wafer and thus making the
thermal excitation more repeatable, a blackbody radiator plate was incorporated to the
probe card. By introducing a blackbody object with a temperature offset in excess of
20◦ C from the ambient, the blackbody could be used to reduce the relative effects of the
environmental temperatures on the measurement. The blackbody radiator construction
included two heatsink plates, in between which six Peltier cooler elements were assembled
and surrounded by a thermal insulator. The bottom plate of the blackbody assembly
was coated with a high emissivity layer for heating the sensor primarily via radiation
in the infrared regime. The coverage area of the blackbody radiator was chosen to be
larger than the DUT wafer to ensure as even heating as possible. The temperature of the
bottom plate was monitored using a PT100 temperature probe. The blackbody probe
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card assembly is illustrated in figures 4.1 and 4.4. A picture of the final test setup is
illustrated in figure 4.5.

Figure 4.4. A cross-sectional view of the blackbody radiator probe card that facilitates thermal
excitation and needle probing above the DUT wafer placed onto the wafer chuck.

Because the wafer top-side thermal coupling factors are partly unknown and difficult to
predict, the test setup design and validation process also included an option for empiric
comparison of possible mechanical and thermal solutions. As discussed above, a reliable
thermal contact on both the top and bottom sides of the sensor for conductive heat transfer
would most likely result in an easily repeatable excitation. Therefore, one proposed
structure comprised of a flexible thermal gap pad that directly connected the sensor to
the reference thermal body above the wafer. The second proposed method was to leave
all unnecessary moving parts out, and thus comprised of the test setup described in
the previous section, employing radiation and convection from bare sensors. The third
structural implementation conjured consisted of a thin thermal pad to be mounted onto
the DUT wafer on top of the tested sensor. To enable the use of probes, small 300 µm x
300 µm holes were laser-cut onto the sheet. Other than these holes above the bondpads,
the whole sensor surface was covered. The proposed test structures are illustrated in
figure 4.6.

4.3

Measurements

To facilitate accurate and repeatable measurements of the DUT sensor and reference heat
flux, several temperatures and other environmental parameters were measured. Six different temperatures were obtained in the vicinity of the test setup to provide further
options for later compensation of different identifiable potentially affecting phenomena.
The locations and connections of the sensors are shown in figure 4.1. The most important
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Figure 4.5. A picture of the finished test setup and a mounted silicon wafer, with the probe
card holder-black body assembly removed for viewing convenience. The coaxial wiring on the
chuck is connected to the reference heat flux sensors, whereas the PT100-temperature probe is
on the right. The alligator clips for the impedance analyzer connections have been moved onto
the probe table.

Figure 4.6. Three different mechanical solutions for the silicon wafer top-side thermal and
electrical contact were assessed during the test setup construction process. A common requirement was to be able to needle-probe the sensor, while introducing a known heat flow though the
sensor.
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measurement parameters were the DUT sensor heat flux and the heat flux waveforms
obtained with the reference sensors. In addition, the wafer chuck and the blackbody
radiator temperatures were also to obtained to better control the excitation heat flux,
and to provide redundancy to the reference heat flux measurement. Additionally, based
on the temperature and reference heat flux readings, the changes in the contributions of
different heat transfer mechanisms at play were assumed to be possible to infer during the
subsequent result-data analysis. To maximize the resolution and accuracy of the above
primary sensor readings, the measurements were recorded using DMM Keysight 34465A
for the DUT and main reference heat fluxes, and Keysight 34461A for the remaining three
complementary reference sensors. The wafer chuck and blackbody temperatures were also
measured using Keysight 34461A multimeters. Each measurement was averaged over 100
power line cycles (PLC), followed by an equally long auto-zero stage of measuring a short
circuit for 100 PLC. The multimeter readings were synced with an external trigger provided by a signal generator and the readings then recorded using the Benchvue software
developed for the Keysight measurement instruments. All of the measurement channels
were sampled every 5 seconds to avoid desynchronization of the measurements. Additionally, thermocouples for facilitating improved spatiotemporal mapping of the test setup,
as well as environmental sensor probes for measuring the ambient room temperature and
relative humidity levels were incorporated to the system, measured with Keysight U1242C
multimeters, sampled once per second.
For accurate and high-resolution temperature measurements of the wafer chuck and the
blackbody, PT100 platinum resistance thermometers (RTD) were chosen after measurements of the long-term drift in comparison to types K and J thermocouples, see appendix
3. Four reference temperature measurements were implemented using K and type J thermocouples connected to Keysight handheld multimeters, for the purpose of gauging the
relative ambient temperature changes in the test setup proximity. These four thermocouple sensors were placed around the probe station enclosure: at the air gap between the
blackbody and the DUT wafer, and on the bottom, side, and top walls of the enclosure.
The rationale behind placing several probes around the enclosure was to measure the relative temperature progressions inside the enclosure during tests and to be able to better
estimate air convection magnitudes and patterns inside the setup.
The test setup also incorporated an impedance analyzer for detection of various defects
on the sensor, such as short or open circuits and varying degrees of probe contact quality.
Due to the small physical size of the sensor, these potentially influential factors might be
missed during visual assessment. Accurate large bandwidth impedance characterization
for the sensors was desired for facilitating data acquisition about both the contact quality
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and the sensor internal structures. For this purpose, a Wayne Kerr Series 6500B Precision Impedance Analyzer was chosen due to its high precision over a large measurement
bandwidth of up to 120 MHz.

4.4

Electromagnetic considerations

Due to large thermal gradients between the DUT and the measurement instrumentation,
the thermoelectric symmetry of the wiring was important—in the measurement system,
temperature differences of up to 100◦ C are possible within one meter of wiring. This was
a particular concern for the DUT sensor, where the low amplitude signal could easily be
obscured by unintended thermoelectric potentials formed by the large thermal gradients
and e.g. copper-lead thermocouples.
To counter this, the wiring was aimed to be kept as intact as possible and all material
interfaces on them were to be situated symmetrically at sites of low horizontal thermal
gradient. The success of the wiring symmetry could be estimated by comparing the
horizontal thermal gradient of chuck temperature and room temperature, and isolating
potentials not related to the chuck-to-wafer vertical heat flux. All potentials induced by
the horizontal thermal gradient are relative to reference junction, i.e. room temperature.
These interfering signals from the wiring may be contrasted with the signals of interest: heat flux signals induced at different ambient temperatures but with temperature
gradients of equal magnitude.
The sensors used for the reference heat flux sensing were GreenTEG gSKIN XI for the
main reference heat flux and three gSKIN XP sensors for the complementary reference
sensors. The gSKIN series sensors were chosen for their high sensitivity and low source
resistance, along with their thin form factor which was beneficial for providing as unobtrusive as possible reference measurement between the chuck and the wafer. Since the
measured electrical potentials are of very low amplitude, sensor cable shielding and system
grounding was designed to minimize inductive and ground-connection loops to improve
the measurement SNR.
In the case of both the reference sensors and the DUT sensor, shielded coaxial cables were
routed to the outer edge of the wafer chuck, from which the signal wires were routed to
their locations using flexible polyimide-based and twisted pair enameled wiring. When
routing the wires, ground connections were reserved for the measurement front-end of the
DMM to reduce the coupling of the noise voltages coupled to the wiring. Additionally,
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to avoid inductive coupling, the areas formed of the wiring loops were strived to be
minimized. The reference sensors wiring circuits were assumed to be less effective for
capacitively coupled interference due to the low sensor source resistance, but similar
meticulous rigor in wiring and shielding was followed regardless. The instrumentation
of the DUT sensor, however required all of the above practices due to a wide range of
operational parameters expected: the DUT sensors were presumed to exhibit resistances
in the range of 100 to 107 Ω and output voltages in the sub-millivolt range.
To facilitate accurate measurements of the sensor impedance, four wire Kelvin leads with
easily detachable alligator clips were chosen as the connections to the probe card’s test
pins. The Kelvin leads were chosen due to the need to compensate the length of the wire
running from the impedance analyzer to the probe card, ensuring accurate impedance
readings. The Kelvin leads were routed out from the enclosure of the impedance analyzer
in a bundle connected together using periodic sections of heat shrink tubing. To reduce
the effects of adjacent wiring related to the temperature sensors and reference heat flux
sensors, the wires were spatially separated and bundled together in a similar manner.
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5

TESTS

Several tests were performed in the the test setup validation process, each relating to
one or more of different operational requirement categories: thermal, electrical and mechanical. In this section, the conducted tests and their results are described. The above
categories are inherently intertwined in their behavior, such as thermoelectric potentials
in the sensors and wiring, thermal coupling changes related to contact pressure, or the
mechanical sensor probe contact, to name a few. The eventual validation of the finalized
entirety of the test setup was evaluated with a sequence of tests. These practical tests
included both surface-mounted GreenTEG gSKIN XM sensors and ten adjacent sensors
from one of the prototype silicon wafers. Because the thermal transport properties from
the DUT to the blackbody and the ambient are difficult to determine, different tests for
the eventual mechanical implementation were considered.

5.1

Temperature and reference sensor calibration

To ensure accurate readings, the temperature probes were calibrated within the test setup
operation temperature range of 0◦ C to 70◦ C in a stirred ice-water bath, followed by a heating performed with a mechanical heater-stirring machine. Two PT100 probes and two
of each J and K type thermocouple sensors connected to Keysight 34465A and 34461A
multimeters were evaluated in comparison to a mercury thermometer with a resolution of
0.1◦ C. The readings of the PT100 sensors were found to be within 0.2◦ C of the reading of
the mercury thermometer and within 0.1◦ C of the readings of one another. The thermocouples, on the other hand, while mostly staying within the range of 0.5◦ C of the reference
thermometer, additionally exhibited increased amplitudes of noise and drift patterns. For
the thermometer probe comparison, see figure A3.1 in appendix 3.
The temperature sensor long-term accuracy and drift performances were further evaluated by comparing the sensor readings to one another. Two PT100 probes and two of
each J and K type thermocouple sensors connected to Keysight 34465A and 34461A multimeters were placed into equithermal conditions, wrapped inside a plastic foam thermal
insulation layer. The results of similar two three-day measurements repeated in dry and
water-submerged conditions showed that the PT100 temperature readings exhibit superior long term accuracy compared to their thermoelectric counterparts. The type K and
J sensors all showed a typical drift in the range of 0.5◦ C, which was assumed to arise from
the time-dependent thermal gradients imposed across the thermocouple leads spanning
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to the reference junction located at the DMMs. The results seem to agree with the simultaneously measured reference heat flux waveforms of the air-exposed sensors mounted on
the wafer chuck, showing similar drift patterns as the thermocouple readings. The results
of the tests are presented in appendices 2.2 and 3.
Since the test setup largely relies on the correctness of the recorded reference sensor values,
the operation of the reference sensors mounted onto the wafer chuck was considered.
Because the reference sensors were all received with calibration certificates, the first test
was to subject the sensors to relative tests in equivalent thermal conditions. The sensors
were mounted into their final configuration on the wafer chuck and surrounded by a
thermal mask layer, as shown in figure 4.2. However, instead of a silicon wafer, a 10 mm
thick and 150 mm diameter aluminum disk was situated on top of the sensors. In such a
configuration, the sensors were effectively sandwiched in between two large equithermal
bodies, and thus the heat flux through all the sensors could be assumed very similar. The
test setup construction is illustrated in figure A1.1 in appendix 1.1.
The sensors were subjected to thermal excitation from the directions of both the chuck
and the aluminum disk, and their readings recorded. After calculating the heat flux waveforms based on the sensitivity and calibration coefficients obtained from the calibration
certificates, the relative performance of the reference sensors was compared. It was found
that the output signals of the four reference sensors lie within 10% of each other, after the
calibration factor correction was performed. This was assumed to be due to the differences
in the thermal contacts of the sensors, such as the thermally conductive tape under the
sensors. The results of the spatial distribution of the excitation during a test sequence
are shown in the picture of appendix 2.4.

5.2

Reference heat flux tests

The operation of the reference heat flux sensors was assessed in a series of tests. Because
the sensor thermal contacts and unknown heat transport path were assumed to be the
most significant effects at play in perturbing the test setup readings, the conducted tests
largely focused on the thermal contacts and the repeatability of the thermal excitation.
The operation of the sensors was compared between adjacent reference sensors and test
sequences to further verify the correctness and repeatability of the reference sensor readings. Measurements were made both between the conductive layers under the silicon wafer
and to a control sensor on top of the tested wafer.
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The following effects on the heat flux excitation were studied in concise series of tests:
- Repeatability of each sensor’s reading among subsequent test sequences
- The behavior of the signal compared to blackbody and chuck temperatures
- The effects of differing sensing locations, i.e. spatial distribution of the heat flux through
the wafer and the potential effects of reference measurement vertical location
- Heat accumulation and the effects of thermal capacitances
A 12-minute test sequence was employed to validate the test setup operation in view of the
heat flux excitation repeatability. The test sequence consisted of four three-minute stages
where the wafer chuck surface temperature was alternated between 48◦ C and 38◦ C, while
the blackbody was heated with constant power, its temperature being at around 43◦ C.
This resulted in a roughly zero-centered square wave excitation pattern. The thermal
excitation process is illustrated in figure 5.1. Due to thermal masses present above the
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Figure 5.1. Heat flux excitation repeatability between different test runs was assessed. Reference sensor waveforms of the chuck surface-mounted test sensor gSKIN XP during adjacent test
sequences.

reference sensors in forms of thermal interface materials and the DUT wafer, a transient
spike was present in the measured heat flux waveforms. The transient waveforms were
found to be similar between test sequences and their amplitudes proportional to the
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ramp-rate of the chuck thermal control system along with the magnitude of the thermal
capacitances to be charged. During each stage of the sequence, the heat flux signal was
found to settle to a quasi-steady state within two minutes, thus supporting use of the
three-minute excitation stages.
The repeatability of the excitation’s steady-state values was first considered from the
view of the waveforms of individual reference sensors. The 12-minute test sequence was
repeated 10 times, with all excitation signals recorded. It was found that all four of
the chuck-surface reference sensors exhibited similar behavior during the sequence, but
the magnitude and timing of the excitation changed between runs. The results of the
tests are shown in appendix 2.1. The excitation was observed to not be zero-centered,
instead, more heat was transferred on average from the blackbody to the chuck. In
addition, due to the slowly advancing heating process of the blackbody, the baseline of
the excitation drifted to more negative values, i.e. more heat was transferred to the chuck.
The excitation waveform seemed to track the calculated temperature difference waveform
of figures of appendix 2.2. This suggests that the dominating path of heat transfer is from
the blackbody to the chuck and vice versa, as intended. The excitation drift dependency
on the blackbody temperature may be observed in figure A2.3.
On average, the reference heat flux signal baseline was found drift towards the negative
by roughly 3.5 W/m2 during the 12-minute test sequences, corresponding to roughly
5% of the peak-to-peak steady state excitation of 70 W/m2 peak-to-peak. The average
steady-state peak-to-peak noise of the measured waveform was found to be roughly double
the drift amplitude, at 6 W/m2 . The largest contributor to this noise was suspected to
be the temperature control system of the wafer chuck, because measurements without
the chuck temperature control were found to exhibit an over 5 times lower peak-to-peak
noise level of approximately 1 W/m2 . The cyclic nature of the noise on chuck-induced
thermal excitation further suggests the noise originating from the thermal control process
of the chuck. The steady-state level of the excitation, however, was found to exhibit large
variations between test runs, on the order of 15 W/m2 , which translates to roughly 20%
of the excitation signal amplitude.
The reference heat flux signals measured at different locations were compared in a similar
series of tests. During the 12-minute test sequence, the waveforms of adjacent reference
sensors were recorded, along with the temperatures of the blackbody and the wafer chuck.
The averaged waveforms of 10 subsequent test sequences are presented in appendix 2.4.
It was found that the reference heat flux was relatively evenly distributed across sensors,
except for the sensor above which the needle probing took place. On average, roughly 10%
more heat flowed through the sensor closest to the needle probe location. Among other
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factors, increased localized contact pressure and thermal coupling by means of conduction
through the needles were thought to introduce the observed bias.

5.3

Electrical tests

Satisfactory operation of the reference heat flux sensors and temperature probes was verified in the tests above, and thus fewer dedicated electrical tests were required. Due to
observed dominating thermal effects in the test setup, the testing of the electrical performance of the test setup was deemed less significant. During the conducted preliminary
sensor tests, the impedance analyzer operation was not considered in detail due to low
sensor source resistance of under 1kΩ.
As discussed in the previous section, the thermoelectric asymmetry of the wiring may
introduce interfering signals, which may perturb the measurement results particularly in
the case of low-amplitude signals such as the heat flux sensors. Thus, the performance
of the DUT sensor wiring had to be confirmed. In practice, this was done by measuring
a short-circuit of the probe needles over an extended period of time and comparing the
readings to a thermocouple sensor with the wiring spanning across the same distance.
Parasitic thermoelectric voltages on the order of 500 nV/K were measured during the
tests. The results of a three-hour measurement of the parasitic thermo-emf are presented
in figure A3.2 in appendix 3.

5.4

Practical tests

In the above, the thermal excitation and its repeatability was considered below the DUT
wafer, in a conductive heat transfer environment. However, the effects of the wafer top
surface thermal coupling should likewise be taken into consideration. Among other things,
the mechanical contacts, heat accumulation in the DUT, and the relative proportions of
each mode of thermal coupling and their temperature dependencies were estimated to
affect the heat flow from the top of the sensor.
Three different solutions for the wafer surface thermal coupling were suggested to be
employed during the tests performed with the prototype sensors, as shown in figure 4.6
in the previous section. Out of these three solutions, early empiric tests showed that a
direct conductive thermal contact was not feasible from the mechanical standpoint. This
was found to be the case because the use of the conductive thermal contact significantly
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hindered the delicate probe needle adjustments. Thus, only the case of a thermal mat
heatsink on top of the DUT sensors was compared to a situation of bare sensors. Despite
being somewhat challenging to implement mechanically, the use of heat sink was included
due to expected benefits of thermal transport regulation and equalization from the sensor
top surface.
In practice, this meant repeating the measurements on the same set of sensors (DUT 1-4)
twice; first with the heatsink layer applied, followed by the case of bare sensors. A 0.5
mm thick flexible thermal mat situated atop the tested sensors acted as a heat sink. In
addition to the applied heat sink layer, wafer surface reference heat flux and temperature
sensors were incorporated to the test setup. The test setup is illustrated in figure A1.1.
The operation of four prototype sensors located on the same silicon handle die were each
tested during the 12-minute test sequence with the heat sink layer applied. During the
tests, a surface reference heat flux sensor was used to obtain a reference of the excitation
right next to the tested sensors. In addition to the surface sensor, the four reference sensors
below the wafer were employed to obtain the chuck-to-wafer heat flux. The measured
surface heat flux signal average and the DUT sensor waveforms are shown in figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2. Early test results with the tested prototype sensors in comparison to a surface
reference sensor, with a heat sink layer attached. For clarity, the reference signals are averaged.
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Based on the results shown above, the tested sensors perform similarly to the reference
sensor, i.e. the sensors are measuring the heat flux instead of temperature. Due to the
effects of blackbody temperature change on the excitation, the later measured sensors
3 and 4 seemed to exhibit increased negative heat flux in the beginning of the test sequence. The presence of the heat sink on top of the DUTs contributes to the occurrence
of similar transient waveforms as the temperature of the heat sink responds to changing
chuck temperature. A slight variation in the relative amplitudes of the measured thermal transients to the steady-state values may be due to differing thermal contacts to the
heat sink, as well differences in sensor sensitivities. In comparison to the reference sensor
data displayed in the earlier sections, the above displayed DUT sensor waveforms lack the
equalization resultant from the sensitivity compensation applied on all of the reference
sensor readings. Due to relatively close repeatability of the excitation measured with the
surface sensor, only the average of the excitation reference is shown.
To provide a directional performance comparison between the DUT sensors and the reference sensor gSKIN XM, the measured signals in response to an equal excitation may be
compared. In order make the comparison more informative, the sensor output signals are
compared in relation to their surface areas of 2.73 mm2 and 20 mm2 for DUT and gSKIN
XM, respectively. For the DUT sensor the signal output per square millimeter is
85µVp−p
= 31µV/mm2
2.73mm2
and for the reference sensor
800µVp−p
2
2 = 40µV/mm ,
20mm
respectively. In terms of actual surface-area dependent Volt-Watt sensitivity, the measured DUT sensors thus perform with roughly 0.75 times the sensitivity of the gSKIN
XM. Considering the datasheet value of 1.5 µV/(W/m2 ) for the sensitivity of the reference, the DUT sensor sensitivity would thus be up to 1 µV/(W/m2 ), and regardless on
the same order of magnitude as the gSKIN XM. For further comparison, a similarly sized
(2 mm x 2 mm) sensor by GreenTEG, gSKIN XU, has a sensitivity of 0.3 µV/(W/m2 )
(GreenTEG, 2019). Thus, the tested sensors appear to be directly comparable to their
commercial counterparts.
The same measurement sequence was next repeated without the surface heat sink. The
measured surface sensor waveforms are shown in figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3. Without thermal mat, also compared to the average reading due to similarity of
the reference sensor waveforms.

In the case of no heat sink applied onto the DUTs, their transient overshoot properties are
diminished. The steady-state amplitudes for the sensors have likewise dropped to almost
half, at 12 µV peak-to-peak, as compared to the case of the applied heat sink, where a
steady state 20 µV peak-to-peak signal was present. Additionally, the signal baseline is
clearly more biased to the negative, suggesting increased effects of the incident blackbody
radiation on the sensors.
These changes in the responses of the same sensors were likely directly caused by the lack of
heat sink, although other effects, such as changes in excitation and electrical contact may
contribute as well. Moreover, in this simplified test configuration, the sensors were partly
exposed to radiation on their bottom-side thermal junctions. This is the case because the
sensors, after being processed onto the wafers, were not yet fully encapsulated into their
final application enclosure. The newly introduced thermal coupling to the hot junctions
inherently introduces change in the thermal gradient across the sensing layer and the
output signal.
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6

RESULTS & DISCUSSION

This study was aimed at the characterization of heat flux sensors in a form factor of
MEMS silicon chips. Due to large number of sensors to be tested and their mechanical
frailty, non-contact methods were considered. Further, the sensor contact pads location
hindered the use of an approach of using conductive heat flux excitation to the sensor’s
top side, and thus radiative excitation methods were considered. In the following, the
main findings of the study are presented and summarized. Finally, several suggestions for
improvement of the test setup and future research are delineated.

6.1

Sensor testing

The operation of a heat flux sensor is mainly characterized based on its ability to convert
the through-traversing heat flux magnitude to an electrical signal, along with time and
temperature dependent factors of the conversion. Depending on the application, other
parameters, such as the electrical source resistance may also be of interest to optimize the
sensor instrumentation. Additionally, factors related to the ease of manufacturing, calibration and practical implementation naturally also play a significant role in determining
the most suitable sensor for a given application. Heat flux sensors on silicon wafers should
be handled with care to avoid mechanical damage and contamination of the sensors, and
to facilitate reliable encapsulation process.
Accurate and time-efficient characterization of sensor operational parameters can prove
to be a relatively challenging task, due to difficult repeatability of the sensor excitation.
Different methods of testing are employed depending on the desired accuracy of the tests
and the range of test conditions, as well as electromechanical and thermal limitations.
Most accurate methods were often found to be relatively time-consuming and required
mounting of the sensors to test structures individually. A multitude of test methods
have been proposed in literature, but very few methods have been widely recognized as
standard practice. The only measurement standard directly related to sensor calibration
found was ASTM C1130, which is a conductive test system best suited for individual
sensors.
Other characterization methods, ranging from quick research benchmarking to industrial
thermopile sensor quality control systems, employed primarily conduction or radiation,
or a combination thereof. Convection-based solutions were likewise employed, albeit less
frequently. The highest throughput methods tended to lean towards at least partially
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radiative excitation, where the most accurate calibration results were seemingly achieved
in vacuum environments. Completely conductive methods were found to lead to reduced
testing efficiency and in the case of small, fragile sensors, electromechanical challenges.
Replacing the direct mechanical contact on the sensor with radiative excitation can improve the test throughput because the radiative test can generally be performed faster
and simpler than the conduction tests.
Reliability of absolute calibration methods for heat flux sensors was in some cases stated to
be poor or was insufficiently documented. Many reported methods of absolute calibration
suffered from the intrinsic difficulty of calculating the absolute value of the excitation.
Although relative calibration methods may suffer from error accumulation-related errors
when compared to methods of absolute calibration, the relative methods were often found
very accurate. In addition to alleviation of excitation source repeatability errors, relative
calibration methods were often faster to perform and required less complex measurement
systems. Based on the above reasons, the method of relative characterization was chosen
for the case of the developed test setup. Generally, all operation related to the test setup
should be made as similar as possible among test runs. This way, any biases introduced
by various possibly unknown factors are at least equally present in all the measurements.

6.2

Thermal considerations

Based on both literature sources and empirical tests, repeatable thermal excitation for
sensor tests was found to be difficult to attain. Several intertwined factors including
mechanical, thermal and electrical subtleties were found to influence the operation of
sensor test setups, most of which were attempted to be assessed during the literature
review and the test setup construction. It was found that both relative and absolute
calibration settings may suffer from poor repeatability of the test conditions. In particular,
absolute values for the variables of test environment conditions are difficult to determine
due to inherently mixed nature of heat transfer in the majority of test setups. However,
relative calibration may also be perturbed by unknown or changing properties of heat
transfer, such as varying distances of the heat source. To alleviate these problems, the
test setups need to be designed to minimize the possibilities of changing test conditions.
The mechanism and type of thermal excitation for a given heat flux sensor test setup
should be decided based on the required accuracy and range of the calibration, as well
as the amount of sensors to be tested. Typically, two different setups are employed;
one for accurate, repeatable and traceable steady-state calibration setup, and another
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for determining the frequency response of the sensor. Additionally, to characterize performance in a specific environment, other customized setups may need to be conjured.
In the present case of preliminary characterization—with a relatively large number of
sensors to be tested—the tests were performed in a sequence of transient thermal and
quasi-steady-state conditions.
A trade-off was made in respect of the excitation during the tests. On one hand, the
bidirectional operation of the sensors was established essential to verify, requiring at least
two heat fluxes in opposite directions. On the other hand, the thermal settling time of the
test setup was found to be on the order of several minutes. Furthermore, if the test setup
were to perform in a transient thermal process, the additional—partly unknown—effects
of the thermal capacitances on the heat transfer path would become a problem. To solve
the problem, at least two solutions were recognized: the measurements could be performed
on all sensors in two or more probing rounds, maintaining steady-state conditions, or the
reference transient heat flux could be measured in a stacked sensor configuration.
The method comprising two probing rounds was at present forgone due to measured
changes in electrical contact to the sensors between subsequent probing rounds, and due
to fear of irreversible mechanical damage to the bondpads. Consequently, the stacked
sensor configuration was employed. A number of reference sensors was situated below the
DUT wafer, where equal heat flux would traverse though both the reference sensors and
the DUT. Assuming at least roughly equal heat flux throughout the wafer, all sensors could
effectively be characterized against the nearest reference, resulting in a satisfactory steadystate measurement. However, in the case of transient thermal cycling of the excitation,
the response times of the thermal capacities between the reference and the DUT should
be considered, along with possible hysteresis of the bidirectional excitation. In the present
case of wafer-mounted sensors, the effects of the handle wafer and the attached thermal
interface materials had to be considered.
Another effect worth noting in the case of stacked sensor relative calibration is the possibly differing temperature dependencies of the sensors. In the case of unknown temperature coefficients of the DUT sensor sensitivity, the tests were designed to be performed
in relatively constant sensor temperatures. If the top and bottom-side thermal properties—including the thermal contacts and capacitances—are equal, similar magnitude heat
fluxes could be passed through the sensor without changing its average temperature significantly. For practical reasons, practical setups cannot be made perfectly symmetrical,
but regardless, the unknown perturbing effects of changing sensor temperature may be
alleviated in such a configuration.
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Naturally, increased redundancy of the measurement may be achieved by measuring the
temperatures of the DUT and the heatsinks of the test setups. However, particularly in the
case of the small form-factor sensors, the temperature measurement of individual sensors
might prove challenging and instead, an air temperature right above the sensor may also
suffice as a beneficial source of redundant information. Regardless, the temperatures
of the main components of reference heat flux generation and coupling path should be
recorded to account for possible temperature dependencies. It should be remembered that
thermal transfer mechanisms are not linearly affected by temperature; convection and
e.g. sensor surface coating emissivity, reflectivity and transmissivity may be expected to
exhibit temperature-dependent changes.
Further redundancy in the reference measurement may still be introduced by integrating
another reference sensor, this time on top of the wafer. This reference sensor should be
thermally masked on its sides to reduce the edge effects of convection, as well as possible
angle-dependency of radiation heat flux. The top-surface reference sensor(s) and the
thermal mask around them may even be extended to be the size of the entire DUT, such
as the silicon wafer. In this case, small holes will have to be cut for needle probing, or the
reference layer may even be adhered to a probe card. When combined with the bottom
reference sensors, the heating effects between the two reference sensors may be estimated
with much higher accuracy.

6.3

Instrumentation considerations

In addition to possible discrepancies between the thermal excitation, the measurements
related to the tests have the potential to be perturbed by noise and interference of e.g.
from thermoelectric, electromagnetic or mechanical origin. Reliable instrumentation of
microvolt-range amplitude heat flux signals was found not to be trivial to accomplish.
Even though common good practices in the construction process were followed, interfering
signals were observed during the tests. A particularly detrimental and easily overlooked
source of interference was found to be the occurrence of parasitic Seebeck potentials.
During the tests of the measurement setup, large offset voltages of tens of microvolts were
observed.
This was supposed to be caused by dissimilar material interfaces and asymmetrical thermal circuit formed by the ground plane the second needle was better thermally connected
to. Thus, the overall thermoelectric symmetry of the wiring was concluded to be very
important. The presence of parasitic Seebeck potentials was thought to be difficult to
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verify in a measured waveform. In the worst-case scenario, the measured voltage signal
could even be mistaken for a DUT output signal, due to the similar origin of the signals.
However, it should be remembered that the parasitic Seebeck potentials generally form
in the length of a wire leading away from the measurement location, and in most cases is
thus different from the DUT excitation heat flux waveform.
As seen in figure A3.2, the unintentional thermoelectric measurement resembles the output of the PT100 temperature sensor. However, as with the case of a thermocouple, the
raw signal is dependent on the temperature difference between the ends of the wire. Likewise, the unintentional thermoelectric circuit behaves in an identical manner as a heat
flux sensor spanning across the distance from the measurement point to the AFE of the
measurement instrument. This knowledge can be used to make a comparative measurement: if the excitation, with sensor average temperatures of around 43◦ C, produces a
signal centered at or near 0 V, and the measurement’s front-end temperature is 20◦ C, the
measured signal may be assumed to be resultant from heat flux through the sensor. For
this reason, the bidirectional operation of heat flux sensors is important to verify during
to tests, eliminating all doubt that the measured signals are actually temperature signals.
Aside from the occurrence of the unintentional thermoelectric potentials, the measurement
instrumentation was observed to perform satisfactorily. Based on the measured data, no
significant or obvious interference of electromagnetic origin was observed in the heat flux
and temperature waveforms. However, the placement and positions of the wiring, particularly the Kelvin leads and other conductive objects relative to them were also observed
to affect the measurement results. To mitigate the effects of undesired interference in
the case of impedance parameter analysis, further adjustments and possibly more effective means of fixing all the cables in place are required. Running Kelvin probes directly
to the bondpads is also a viable and suitable solution for maximizing the compensation
capability of the leads. Indeed, the probe card needles are generally chosen to best suit
the needs of the test setup, with options ranging from all metal to ceramic frame probes,
with single or dual needle configurations, and adjustments possible.

6.4

The developed test setup

Minimally obtrusive, non-destructive, and quick-to-perform test methods were required
to be employed in the developed test setup. Based on these requirements, the developed
system primarily relied on existing wafer probing semiconductor test equipment, with a
radiation excitation source. The developed system was built around a probing station,
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with DUT wafer situated on the wafer chuck, which also acted as a source of conductively
coupled heat excitation. The needle probing was performed using a probe card, which
was constructed to dual as a blackbody radiation source. Each part of the system was
designed based on successfully implemented methods in literature or adapted based on
empirical findings.
Because the absolute heat transfer from the blackbody and the ambient to the sensor was
difficult to determine, the test setup leaned towards relative characterization. Four reference sensors were permanently installed onto the wafer chuck, surrounded by a thermal
mask layer, on which the silicon wafers were situated during tests. In addition, several
complementary measurements were also incorporated, including a multitude of temperature sensors and environmental sensors. However, the commercial, calibrated heat flux
sensors acted as the primary reference under the supposition that the changes in excitation
absolute values would not matter in the present case of relative directional characterization. Additionally, the prospective case of using a wafer surface reference sensor and layer
was studied, and the surface reference sensor operation was also directly compared to the
DUTs.
The most significant challenges encountered in the test setup development process were
related to ensuring the excitation heat flux similarity through the reference sensor and
the DUT. Because the conducted measurements with the setup are relative measurements
between the reference and the DUT, the absolute values were not as important as in an
absolute calibration setting. However, to ensure more reliable and repeatable results,
efforts were made to provide equal excitation sequences for each sensor. The slowly
rising temperature of the probe card black body was found to be a contributing factor,
in addition to changing mechanical and thermal contacts to the sensor, mainly resulting
from changing contact pressure.
The constructed black body radiator was found to be sufficient for inducing bidirectional
radiative excitation on to the wafer clamped to the wafer chuck. The blackbody also
worked for elevating the immediate thermal reference above the sensors to a temperature
different to that of room temperature. This was supposed to improve the repeatability of
the test sequence, reducing the effect of the drift of ambient conditions.
The wafer bottom reference sensors were calibrated relative to one another with a aluminum disk acting as an isothermal body. After the calibration, the reference sensors
were found to perform very similarly to one another during the tests, but the measured
excitation between subsequent tests was surprisingly found less repeatable, cf. appendix
2.1. Among different runs, differences in excitation fluxes were measured to be on the
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order of 20%. Maximum variation in the steady state values fall into the range of 25% of
the peak-to-peak excitation amplitude. When the effects of noise and baseline drift are
included, the overall median variation in the excitation heat flux is around 25%.
Additionally, an imbalance of the heat flux baseline was observed during the tests: the
baseline is slightly biased towards the negative side, i.e. more heat generally flows toward
the sensor rather than away from it. Additionally, on the surface-mounted sensor, a downward drift of the baseline may also be observed in the figure of appendix 2.1. These large
variations in the excitation further emphasize the importance of measurements relative
to a reference sensor.
Large transient thermal output signals were measured during the heat flux measurement,
which were identified to originate from the rapid transfer of thermal energy to the DUT
wafer from the chuck, or vice versa, as the thermal bodies settled to a thermal equilibrium.
Two distinct time-dependent patterns were identified to be present in the test sequence.
A spike transient of figure 5.1 was concluded to result from rapid conductive heat transfer
to the wafer and the test setup layers. Additionally, a longer, lower magnitude drift
pattern during the quasi-steady-state stage of the excitation existed, possibly originating
from slowly progressing heating of the blackbody plate, cf. appendix 2.1.
A concise series of practical tests was carried out with four DUT sensors and calibrated
reference sensors adhered to blank areas on the wafer. The surface reference heat flux
measurement was found to be a valuable source of information, with very good agreement
with the bottom-side reference sensors. A heat sink was constructed from a flexible
thermal pad of 0.5 mm of thickness and applied on top of DUT sensors during the tests.
The tests were repeated on the same set of 4 sensors twice; first with the heatsink layer
applied, followed by the case of bare sensors. The tested sensors were found to perform
in close agreement to the reference sensors, with roughly equal surface-area-proportional
sensitivities. Leaving out the heatsink layer resulted in reduced signal due to radiative
thermal short-circuit of the DUTs and significantly differing transient performances due
to drastically different thermal capacities present.

6.5

Improvements for the test setup and future research

Several improvements for ensuring a more repeatable test were identified for the test setup,
related to inducing the excitation heat flux, the measurement setup, as well as practical
considerations.
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The testing efficiency of the thermal sweep sequence of 15 minutes described in the previous section is still poor from the viewpoint of calibrating hundreds of sensors. Speeding
up the testing process without compromising the characterization accuracy may be considered an important objective for the future development of the test setup. To this end,
a new test procedure should be developed, with focus on measuring the sensors in steady
state thermal conditions. Several probing rounds may be carried out to record sensor
operation in different conditions of external bias. Additionally, further automatization of
the excitation, sensor contacts and measurements are required to reach adequate testing
efficiency.
The relatively poor repeatability of the reference heat fluxes was considered a problem,
requiring attention in future tests. Relatively large variations in steady-state of the excitation among adjacent test sequences were observed, suggesting that longer settling
times are required. Since significant drift of the blackbody was noted, a means for better
temperature control should be provided, such as a proportional-integral-derivative (PID)
controller.
The repeatability of the thermal contacts and the excitation was not assessed very thoroughly. The contact between the chuck and the wafer, along with the probe needle contact
pressure to the sensor, and the combined effects thereof require further trials. Potentially
affecting practical considerations on the magnitude and spatiotemporal properties of the
excitation heat flow include air convection, sensor surface emissivity and reflectivity, the
wafer and probe positions, the chuck vacuum clamping feature, the aging process of the
thermal interface materials under the wafer, as well as the wafer tape and dicing. Further trials should be considered to evaluate and alleviate the perturbing effects of the
test equipment, personnel and possible sources of EMI, and their subsequent biases on
the measurement. Additionally, the photoelectric properties of the sensors have not yet
been assessed, and thus the effects of e.g. the microscope light and the lamps, should be
evaluated.
The mechanical integrity and contact quality of the sensor bondpads proved to be a
problem with the thick, low flexibility probing needles used. The thick tungsten needles
may be replaced by e.g. thinner beryllium copper probes, preferably in a side-by-side
dual Kelvin probe connection, to ensure high quality contacts. To further equalize the
electrical and thermal contact pressure to the sensors, probes integrated with contact
pressure sensors should be considered.
The characterization setup developed in this work is intended and thus far suitable for
only preliminary relative characterization. Consequently, further development to create an
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accurate calibration method suitable for a large number of semiconductor chip sensors,
both bare and encapsulated, should be considered. Such a system should comprise a
similar radiative setting integrated to a probe station, with capabilities of parallel testing
of dozens of sensors in the entire sensor heat flux and ambient temperature operation
ranges. Additionally, the use of dual verification, i.e. traceable reference heat flux sensors
and a calibrated blackbody source would be ideal.
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7

CONCLUSION

In this Master’s Thesis work, the characterization process of semiconductor chip heat
flux sensors was studied. A literature review was conducted on heat flux sensor and
thermopile detector characterization and calibration methods. Based on the findings
from literature, the most suitable approaches were evaluated for use in the LUT heat flux
sensor characterization project.
A wafer probe heat flux sensor test setup was designed and constructed based on the
requirements and limitations imposed by the sensor properties and parameters of interest.
A conduction and radiation-based test system was attained as a result of an iterative testdriven design process, where the most crucial parts of the system were tested individually
before being integrated into the test setup. Finally, the operation of the finished test
setup was validated using both commercial and prototype sensors. The measured heat
flux waveforms from tested sensors showed a good agreement with the commercial sensors
and reference sensors during a concise series of tests, with distinctly repeatable excitation
observed.
Several new findings on heat flux sensor test practices and related physical phenomena were observed, and their relative contributions to the system operation estimated.
The thermoelectromechanical dynamics of the developed test system and its parts were
observed, recorded and analyzed. New insights on both temperature and flux sensor operation were attained and several practical challenges solved. A data set related to the
sensors and the operation of the test setup was collected, providing possibilities for further
data-analytics.
A novel method for relative characterization of heat flux sensors was developed, with
potential applicability to tests of other similar sensors, including various heat flux and
thermal sensor designs and thermoelectric generators, as well as the thermal characterization of other types of sensors. Although the development of the test setup was successful,
the construction still needs fine-tuning, and the effects of varying heat transfer mechanisms should be further elucidated.
In the test setup validation process, the operation of the batch of novel, mass-producible
semiconductor chip heat flux sensors was verified. The sensors were found to exhibit
equal sensitivities when compared to commercial sensors of equal size, as well as calculated response times of around 42 µs, which is significantly faster compared to the
tested commercial counterparts with response times of 0.7 seconds. To further validate
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the operation of the sensors, additional tests should be conducted, and new test batches
fabricated.
Based on these promising results, the developed sensors may prove to be a valuable tool
for a wide range of new applications. The growing number of thermoelectricity-related
IoT applications, such as autonomous sensors (Haras and Skotnicki, 2018), and increasing need for green technology, along with the versatile nature of thermoelectric elements,
offer ample scope for future research and novel use cases to be explored. Thermoelectric technology has several facets of interest regarding energy efficient systems, namely
the achievable low power consumption sensor applications, along with the possibility of
thermoelectric power generation. As seen from the reviewed material around thermopiles
and heat flux sensors, sensors of various constructions may be implemented into new use
cases due to the simple operation and numerous choices for their operational materials.
Thus, heat flux sensing may be implemented to previously challenging use cases to e.g.
optimize the operation of industrial or electrical systems in new ways.
At the heart of all these new use cases and development is the ability to characterize the
achieved results accurately, and to be able to provide low cost, easily repeatable calibration
methods to enable the use of the sensors for an even more diverse range of applications.
As thermoelectric devices and their parts gradually become smaller, their characterization
seemingly calls for non-contact and highly automatized measurement methods.
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Appendix 1. Pictures of the test setup
1.1

Test setup illustrations

Figure A1.1. Thermal mat heatsink test (left) and the black body probe card assembly (right).

1.2

Reference sensor calibration

Figure A1.2. A heater-stirring machine for temperature sensor calibration (left) and a test
setup for reference heat flux sensor calibration (right). The aluminum plate acts as an isothermal
body to sink heat equally through the four reference heat flux sensors underneath.

Appendix 2. Reference heat flux repeatability
2.1

Reference heat flux waveforms and signal baseline
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Figure A2.1. Heat flux waveforms resultant from repeating the same 12 minute test sequence,
as seen on the reference sensor HF1. The transient spikes have been clipped to better illustrate
the variations of steady state values.
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Figure A2.2. Average heat flux during the 12 minute test sequence, as seen on the reference
sensor HF1, with the result averaged over 10 measurements. The transient spikes have been
clipped to better illustrate the downward baseline drift.
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Appendix 2. (continued)
2.2

Reference heat flux and temperature
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Figure A2.3. A downward drift of the heat flux signal in response to increasing black body
temperature is observed during the test sequence. Results averaged over 10 measurements.
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Figure A2.4. A comparison of the waveforms of the reference sensor heat flux and the temperature gradient across the test setup shows a similarity in their downward baseline drift patterns.
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Appendix 2. (continued)
Bottom and surface reference heat flux
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Figure A2.5. The reference heat flux waveforms of the wafer bottom (HF1) and wafer surface
sensors, averaged over 4 measurements. A significantly smaller transient spike may be observed
in the wafer-surface-mounted sensor signal.

2.4

Heat flux excitation spatial distribution
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Figure A2.6. The spatial distribution of the heat flux excitations during the 12 minute test
sequence, averaged over 10 measurements. The DUT sensor measurements were performed
above sensor HF1, through which an increased amount of heat flow was observed.

Appendix 3. Temperature sensors
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Figure A3.1. A type K thermocouple and PT100 temperature sensors were compared to one
another (a) and a type K thermocouple to a heat flux waveform (b) during the test setup design
process. A similarity between the drift patterns of the thermocouple and a heat flux sensor can
be noted in contrast to the integrated nature of the temperature waveform of the PT100 sensor.
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Figure A3.2. Parasitic thermo-emf originating from unintentional thermocouples created by
wiring layout and material asymmetry may introduce interference potentials of several microvolts. A three-hour test with short-circuited probe needles and an adjacent PT100 sensor.

